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Appendix 1

[8 March, 2021Dear AVP Macdonald,
I am filing a complaint in good faith- 1 7(4Xd)

, as the evidence will demonstrate years of harassment, trolling, bullying,
and ttnprofessional conduct by Frances Widdorvson whose claims, she basis, are protected by
Academic Freedom.

As a visibly Indigenous woman, I have been the target of harassment and uncollegialconduct by
Frances Widdowson through email, in person at events/talks since at least 2012 and recently
through her now satirical Twitter handle: FrancesWiddowsl. I have blocked Frances Widdowson
for years, but she trolls my Twitter account as you will see in the attached documents
(specifically those lvith the i,vords "red inked" in the titles).

I understand through conversations with the Dean of the Faculty of Arts. Dr. Jennifer Peltit, that
Indigenization initiatives, including the building of a minor of Indigenous Studies was stalled
during 2008-2010, due to Frances Widdowson's vehement opposition and anti-lndigenous
sentiments. Furthenlore" these longstanding views can be found in the paper she wrote and
delivered in 2008 at the Annual Meeting of the Canadian Political Science Association: 'Native
Studies andCanadian Political Science: The Implications of 'Decolonizing the Discipline"'(by
F. Widdowson, Vancouver, BC, 4-6 June 2008). Irr the paper, she assefis that "aboriginal
peoples will never be exposed to the challenging ideas needed for intellectual progress. They will
also be limited to undertaking research within the field ofNative Studies" (12). The essay is
poorly researched, expose a fundamental lack of understanding of what Indigenous Studies is
and who Indigenous peoples are. further propelling her ideologies as racist: "Racism is the belief
in a hierarchy of human value that some people are just worth more than others; and that doesn't
jr"rst effect the people who are seen as worthless. because ... as long as we believe in a hierarchy
of human value, some of us will always end up on the bottom" (McGhee 2:51-3:10).r

1 A{cGlrec, FIeatlrer C" and Iar-r F. Hanei' Ldpez. "\\'e Nlusr Talk About Rzce to Fh Economic Ineqtality." Derto:.
h trys: / [: a rt r be / cdarl ":].\' I 1jQ
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17(1)

2010, I attended my first conference on Indigenizing the Academy,
. In November

Non-Responsive

Indigenous2, despite the ample scholarship
the peer-reviewed journ al Decolonization:

. While networking, several in attendance expressed their
shock that there \.vas an actual Indigenous person (me) lvorking at MRU, given the "celebrity" of
anti-lndigenous, pro-assimilationist scholar Frances Widdowson in Policy Str"rdies. At this
conference, I was told that Indigenous scholars had openly blackballed MRU, because of her
recently published baok Disrobing the Aboriginal Industty as well as for her open hostility
towards al [-things Indigenous. 17(1)

they also empathized with me, for I had no idea who she was. F. Widdowson
did not acknowledge my presence at MRU for the first two years of my employment. To ignore
someone is to make them invisible.

I 17t1i,17\4)\d)

.I
decided that my only solution was to block her from contacting me via email, as I don't need to
invite harassment and hate into my workday. Until I figured out holv to block her on Twitter, she
trolled my account and collected screen shots to share with Llpper administration, 17(1)

, 17(1) I r 7(1),17(4)(d)

I have normalized a clecade of F. Widdowsol-l's behavior, disrespect torvards me, my colleagues,
local Indigenous Elders from various Treaty 7 communities and internationally. As a senior
Indigenous faculty r.vith tenure, I had become used to no one doing anything about F.
Widdowson, whose national anti-Indigenous reputation does not cast a positive light onto MRU.
Listed below are just a few examples of France Widdowson's overt racism, how these examples
fuel systemic racism (through promoting anti-lndigenous, anti-Black, and anti-trans, anti-Muslim
views), which leads to a hostile institutional enyironment. For these listed. I either played a

critical role in organizing the events, hosting the speaker, or supporting the organizers/speakers.
ln one case. I did not attend, as it was at another institution, but dernonstrates her relentless
campaign against Indigenous peoples, and Indigenous worldviews and perspectives. In al1 cases.

events have always been organized to make MRU a more inclusive and better place to serve the
diverse needs of our diverse students, faculty, and staff:

1.. F. Widdowson refuses to capitalize the word
that rationalizes the reasoning. For example,
Indigeneity, Education, and So ciety:

r Widdorvst.,n explains her retirsal to capitalize: "The term indigenization r'vill nol be capitalized and ret-erences to
"aboriginal", "natir.e" and "indigenor,rs" u,ill be used interchangeably and rvill be not be capitalized. This is becarxe
the terms are being used as an adjective or descriptive term in reterence to people who have inhabited a land lrom
the earliest times or betbre the aruival ol-colonists. Capitals. holvever. will be used lbr ten.ns such as Mohalvk. Cree
or Dene because these names ale derived I'rom proper nouns such as languages. specilic regions or tribes. It is not, as

Krystyna Sieciechor.r.icz imputes. because I am being "intentionally disrespecttirl" to aboriginal peoples.
"Response", Anthropologica, 52( I ), 201 0, p. 207" lWiddori,son, 20 I 6).



2..

In recognition of the communities olidentity connected by the term. we strongly recommend all

submissions capitalize the term 'lndigenous' in all contexts. Decolonizctlior believes that the term

"lndigenous" is a deeply politicized one; it evokes shared historical mernory, cultural meanings,

and parlicLllar political interests. By spelling "indigenous" with a lower case "i" we un/knowingly
reproduce dominant writing traditions that seek to minimize and subjugate Indigenous

klowledges and people. All authors are encouraged to explore the politics oftheir language

choices. both in submittecl texts and broader conversation.l

Widclor.vson defends why she ignores Indigenous agency and humanity through her

refusalto capitalize (in the footnote provided) Indigenous in all instances. She alfirms her

belief that Indigenous peoples are less than equal (the lowest in her hierarchy), which is

telling of her political. cultural. and personal stance. Furthermore, these terms are not

used interchangeably, as she uncritically asserts. Aboriginal encompasses three distinct
groups of people: FirstNations, Inuit, and Metis. is in direct violation of Article 22.2.1,

22.2.2, and 22.2.3, and 22.3.1.

Frances Widdoi,vson always refers to EDI (Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion) as DIE. This

deliberate and hostile acronym is self-explanatory and a direct threat to those who are

impacted in diverse ways and rvho work to make MRU a better place through their
tireless EDI initiatives. This is in direct violation of CA, Articles 24.1.2 and 24.1.3.

Nov.2012, Frances'public opposition to diversity initiatives in the faculfl," of arts (she

wrote and distribLrted "Diversit-v and Mount Royal University"). is in direct violation of
Article 22.2.1,22.2.2, and 22.2.3, anrl 22.3.1.

In 2014, Jeff Keshen (former dean of the Faculty of Arts) asked me what I thought was

the number one barrier to Indigenization, I said, without hesitation: Frances Widdowson.

is in direct violation of Article 22.3.1.

Dec. 15,2014: Frances disrupted a day long CAUT Equity Seminar and Workshop

"Dispelling Myths and Building Awareness of Equity Issues" (Part l), and "Strategies for
Increasing Equity at Mount Royal University" (Part2). The MRFA Diversity Committee,

of which I was a member invited CAUT Equity Officer, Rosa E. Barker (an Indigenor"rs

woman) to facilitate. For the morning session, there were approximately 70 MRU
community members in attendance. Shortly after we returned from lunch, Ms. Barker

emphasized the need for public institutions to acknowledge the traditional lands they are

on when opening and commencing meetings. F. Widdowson's hand jolted up as she

impatiently u,anted to express her opposition to this proposal, she said something to the

effect of: "I have been sitting here all day, rvanting to hear more than one perspective on

diversity, and now you tell me I have to acknowledge land? As far as I am concerned, my
ancestors r,vorked hard to acquire their land..." I couldn't contain my growing frustration

with her anti-lndigenous views, so I interrupted her to say: "through genocidel" She

dismissed the history of colonialism and the effects that it has had through this insensitive

and supremacist outburst. There were other complaints F. Widdowson contintled to make,

dominating the time" and ultimately. hijacking the event. until her abrupt departure. This
is in direct violation of CA, Articles 24,1.2 and 24.1.3.

This public outburst was not the first, nor the last that F. Widdowson directed in ill-fuith.
She has mocked Elders and their knowledge/lived experiences and directed insults.

insulated as Academic Freedom. to distinguished speakers and invited Elders including
Dr. Kimberly TallBear, Robert Curley, Roy Bearchief, Rachel Le Touche. and others. [lt

4.1

5.r

6.o

I https:/ljps.library.utoronto.calinder.php/des/about/submissions#onlineSubl.iissions



7. .

is also noteworthy that F. Widdowson has asked the Iniskim Centre for contact
information to request Indigenous Elders and community members to partake in her
panels. Some have accepted, unbeknownst to thern of her anti-lndigenous sentinents. and
after they have discovered what she has publicly said and published, have returned to
MRU to ask why they would be put in such positions. 17 (1)

B.o

.l
In fact, her "reckless" non-academic. anti-lndigenous opinions have garnered national
attention. In February of 2015, along with her spouse (who is not an academic), gave a

talk at Thompson Rivers University (TRU). Their talk included culturally insensitive
attacks at lndigenous people, and in a story by CBC, they will not be invited back.
"Aboriginal policy comments at TRU law student conference branded 'reckless." CBC
News, Feb. 7, 2015. https://www.cbc.calnews/canada/british-columbia/aboriginal-polic),-
comments-at-tru-law-student-conference-branded-reckless- I .294 8 I 67
In July 2017, along with Liam Hagga:ty. I was appointed as a co-Director of the Oftice of
Academic Indigenization. Nationwide. Indigenization continues to be a priority and some
institutions have received positive praise and support for their initiatives. The Nov. 9,
2017 issue of the Times Higher Education featured MRU in a negative light. The piece
was called: "Can Canada bring more indigenous people and knolvledge into universities?
lnstitutions are working to increase participation by native peoples and awareness of their
scholarly contributions" by Ellie Bothwell. Instead of highlighting the good rvork that
MRU did (cor:ntless examples) Bothwell sought out F. Widdowson who aired her deep
concern and opposition to Indigenization initiatives at MRU and that "there has been no
debate at the university about indigenous knorvledge and rn'hether it "deserves to be
valued."'a 17(1) , the article 17(1)

. is in direct violation of Article 22.3.1.
91 December 2017, she submitted a proposal to the General Faculties Council to implement

policy that was akin to the Chicago Principles. The Chicago Principles were drafted in
2414, composed of a committee whose mandate was to articulate "the University's
overarching commitment to free, robust, and uninhibited debate and deliberation among
all members of the University's communitl'."t Her proposal r,vas a direct response to the
fear and violence Muslim students felt at being targeted by anti-lslamic sentiments,
publicly written across campus a year prior. F. Widdowson wanted MRU to be the first
institution in Canada to implement policy that would protect hate speech, couched as
Academic Freedom. Widdowson is a member of the Canadian Civil Liberties
Association, which defends people with racist views. Susan Berresford (from the
University of Alaska Anchorage's Dfficult Dialogues: Engaging Dfficult Dialogues in
Higher Edttcation) reminds us that "academic freedom must always be accompanied by
academic responsibilit\,',"6 which has is in direct violation of our Collective Agreement.
Article 23.5: "ln exercising the fieedom to comment and criticize, academic staff
members have a corresponding otrligalion to use academic freedom in a responsible
manner. This irnplies a recognition of the rights of other members of the academic

a hftps:/Ar,u'w.timeshighereducation.oom/t'eatures/can-canada-bring-more-indigenous-people-and-knorvledge-
universities?r-rtn_source:Academ ica+TopiTen&uht campai gn:d5bcba523 0-
EMAIL_CAI\,1PAlCN_2017_ll_09&utm medium-email&utr.:_1erm-0_b4928536c1--d5bcba5230-i1497361
i https://lieeexpression.uchicago.edu/page/statement-principles-1iee-expression
b http://rvrviv.dilficultdialoguesuaa.org/academic fleedom/thleats to academic tieedom/
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community and a tolerance of differing points of view" (MRU CA. page 110).
Widdowson has not used her Academic Freedom responsibly, in fact. the evidence
provided demonstrates that she has maliciously attacked vier.vs and voices that she does
not share. Furthermore, she seems to see Academic Freedom as a one-way street:
10.o On June 3,2016, there was a roundtable, organizedby Frances Widdowson and

The Society for Acadetnic Freedom and Scholarship called " 'Indigenizing the
University': What are the Academic Implications?" One of the panelists, Dr.
Robert Innes. had live-tweeted a direct quote that Widdowson made during the
talk: oolncluding Indigenous perspectives can tre problematic." I responded to
this, as this was personal. My response was directed at Dr. Robert Innes, I wrote:
"including Widdorvson's perspective (singular) is problematic, hateflil, ignorant,
& (generous of the hosts). On June 4th,2016 I received an email fi"om Frances
Widdowson demanding that I provide evidence for my comment on Twitter. The
paper trail of these interactions (from Frances to department chairs. the dean, and
others including both the MRFA president as well as the president of the
university) is well-documented. Because I received three lengthy emails, with27
attachments total during 2016, and because the former dean was unwilling to
come to a resolution that protected me. I chose to block all emails incoming from
Frances Widdowson. 1z(1) . The email
barrages continued throughout 2017-2019, in which they piqued because of
MRU's commitment to lndigenization and in my role as a fbrmer co-Director of
the Acadernic Indigenization. In all of these instances, she attempted to violate the
CA Article 23.3: "Academic staff shall not be hindered or impeded in any way
the institution or the faculty association from exerclsing their legal rights as

citizens, nor shall they suffer any penalties because of the exercise of such legal
rights." While this clause protects all parties, her relentless harassment (from
2016) was my penalty. 17(1)

17(1)

? n$)@t

11 : During academic year 2018-2019. F. Widdowson procured Faculty of Arts Endeavor
Flrnding to invite anti-Muslim, anti-Trans, and anti-lndigenous speakers to Mount Royal
University. I will only speak about Garth Stevenson, whom she invited to MRU on
January 11,2019. He is a retired professor from Brock University. whose emeritus status
was rescinded because of racist tweetsT targeting Indigenous Peoples. which were
sparked because he disagreed with the removal of a John A. McDonald statue. The date
of his invitation was critical, as January I I tf is the day the architect of residential school
was born. Together with a group of faculty, i planned a parallel. peaceful, educative
event: #decolonizeMRu, where lndigenous survival. despite residential schools, has
prevailed. While this was a highly successful coLrnter event (Mr. Stevenson ultimately
cancelled his attendance because of the overwhelming backlash frorn local community
members, students, faculty, and stafl), it was in reaction to her plans to bring another

7 See: httns://r.r'r,r,'n.huit-rngionpost.ca/20l 8/08/I ets-

Udjgenagla_:1500869i, httns://www.cbc.ca/neus/canada./hamilton/garth-stevenson-tweets-1.4781236.
and https ://brock u. ca/soc ial -sc tg-_egr1!A.!!rr' ̂ al:uarce/atIhldadqtd
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12.

hostile and hateftrl person to campus. is in direct violation of Article 22,2.1,22.2.2, and
22.2.3, and 22.3.1.
When called out for being a racist. F. Widdowson has accused MRU ol ostensibly
censoring Academic Freedom. As such, her anti-lndigenous voice has remained
protected, while the violence of white supremacist rvords and ideologies dominate,
effectively undoing and silencing active Indigenization effbrts. Furthermore, and
ironically, as a champion of free speech, she actively tries to silence and censor, then she
resorts to threats. She has threatened to sue colleagues for libel for playing a role in
damaging her reputation. which (as I have demonstrated) she has done to herself.
ln the fall of 2019. a group of MRU faculty formed the Mount Royal Anti-Racism
Coalition, 17(1) went public in May 2A20. ttl1Twitter handle is @MRUAntiRacism.
She demanded that MRU disclose rvho our members are. but MRU (as an institution) had
no part in our group lormation. 17(1)

. It was imperative
17\1) to demonstrate that MRU has dedicated fbculty fighting anti-racist rhetoric and

actions. ,,'i , , chose to be anonymous, because of how often many r i, , , have been
harassed and threatened by F. Widdorvson. She caught wind 6f rzir, spline presence,
despite being blocked by @MRUAntiRacisn, (in other words. she actively trolls, tags-
harasses- us) violation of Article 22.2.1,22.2.2, and 22,2.3, and22.3.1. [n November
2420. 17t1) asked to sit dor.vn nith Scott Neigh to discuss "Fighting Racism at an
Alberta University,"s which meant 17tt) from the Coalition would have to go
public with our identities. I was one ofthe volunteers that interviewed publicly. She now
knows who at least three of us are. and continues her online trolling, mocking, butlying,
and harassment of @MRUAntiRacism. In direct violation with CA Article 23.3:

14 . 17(1)

Two concrete and recent examples from a BIPOC faculty 17 (1)

Nov. 26, 2A2A. for TRICO's Changemaker Conversation Project and January 22,2021
fbr the MRFA "Anti-racist and DecolonizingJourneys" PD event. In both instances, F.
Widdor,vson targeted the speaker and questioned their methods and scholarship, clainring
their work was not scientific. Not only does F. Widdowson not have the scholarly
expertise, training. or experience in the faculty member's discipline, she uses her
platform to hurl threats at this untenured and vulnerable fuculty member (who may or
may not fiIe their orvn complaint). Related to this, non-lndigenous faculty (valued allies
for EDI and Indigenization initiatives at MRU) have literally called upon me to help in
planning events and the Q/A sessions so that no harm will come to Indigenous students,
faculty, and staff. In other words, in consultation with me, we have figured out r.vays to
monitor Q & A so that there is less of a chance that F. Widdowson will insult, harm, or
disrespect invited speakers for their EDI i Indigenization events. The fact we have to take
proactive and preventative measures '1 71 1) is in direct
violation of Article 22.2.1,22,2.2, and 22.2.3, anrl22,3.l.

15. o March 5,2021, attheArts Faculty Council(AFC). Frances Widdowson obfuscated
Indigenous faculty*'s claims of overt and systemic racism with merely questioning

wele:

8 https://rabble.calpodcasis/sho,'vs/talking-radical-r'adioi2020/l l/fighting-racisrn-alberta-universitl,



Indigeaization. Hot on$ is this illegical, bart more glarirytry, this diverts &om the very
issue of why Icdigencus fecrr$ (aad to a greatr extentBIPOC aad Saas faeulty) do not
feel safe at MRU. In this m*etiag, sbe publicly acrouaced that thse is *o such thing *s
Iadigerous Sciecee md used t&e ch*t to ridieul* an Indigenous facuts memb€r. 17(1)

r7{1) 17(4XO

), r7{4xr,} , 1(1)
. I publicly called F. Widdowsoa out on her misinformation and flawed

icterpretatioo of Indigeaizatioa. as I am tired of hers being &e last, erroaeous word, at
public institutional meetings. This is in direct tiolatioa of Article 22.2.t,22.2.2, tr,d
22.7.3, *nd 22.3"1.

Maay of &ese accounts were msde in public at events. I have ser-eral witresses, m*ny of whom
have also been harassed by Frances Widdon'so* but theirs are not my stories. 17(4Xd)

17(4Xd)

17(4Xd)

17(4Xd) )

Respect&Ily subaitted,
17(4Xd)

Renae Watclulan
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PERSONAL HARASSMENT POLICY 
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A. PURPOSE 
 

This intent of this Policy is to support Mount Royal University’s commitment to creating a supportive 
working and learning environment that is free from Personal Harassment. 

 
 
B. SCOPE 
 

This Policy applies to all members of the Mount Royal community, including, but not limited to:  
students, employees, visiting academics, volunteers and to the work, study and living environment.  
Any contractors, including employees of the contractors, with Mount Royal are bound by this Policy 
when on Mount Royal premises or carrying out the terms of their contract work with Mount Royal. 
 
For the purposes of this Policy, harassment in the work, study and living environment include, but 
is not limited to:  harassment on Mount Royal premises, at Mount Royal-related functions, in the 
course of work or study assignments outside the Mount Royal campus, at work or study-related 
conferences or training sessions, during work or study-related travel, or in person, over the 
telephone or computer. 

 
 
C. POLICY STATEMENT 
 
 1. PRINCIPLES 
 

 1.1 This Policy is supportive of Mount Royal's Code of Conduct Policy. 
 
 1.2 All members of the Mount Royal community will be treated equitably under this 

Policy.  All matters arising under this Policy will be dealt with in a fair, unbiased 
and timely manner. 

 
 1.3 All members of the Mount Royal community have a responsibility to ensure that 

the learning and work environment are free from Personal Harassment and need 
to promote a harassment free environment.  They are expected to act on this 
responsibility whenever necessary, whether or not they are in receipt of a 
complaint.  The expertise and assistance of the Diversity and Human Rights 
Advisor is available to all members of the Mount Royal community. 

 
 1.4 In dealing with a complaint, efforts at informal resolution will normally be made first 

with a focus on mediation and education. 
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 1.5 This Policy will be interpreted, administered, and applied in accordance with the 

principles of procedural fairness.  In particular: 
 

a. All parties will be advised of the provisions of this Policy and of the 
procedures available to them; 

 
b. Any complainant who wishes to make a complaint under this Policy must 

be prepared to be identified to the respondent; 
 
c. All parties must be given the opportunity to present information in support 

of their positions and to defend themselves against allegations of 
harassment; and, 

 
d. Throughout the three step procedure process, parties may be 

accompanied by a support person or a representative from their 
Association, but not legal counsel. 

 
1.6 This Policy is not to be interpreted, administered, or applied in such a way as to 

detract from the right and obligation of those in supervisory roles to manage and 
discipline employees and students, subject to Mount Royal policies and 
procedures. 

 
1.7 Members of the Mount Royal community have an obligation to participate in 

procedures under this Policy.  Refusal to participate may be grounds for dismissal. 
 
1.8 Complaints of Personal Harassment must be made in good faith.  Mount Royal will 

not tolerate abuse of the complaint process. Frivolous, vexatious or malicious 
complaints of Personal Harassment may result in disciplinary action up to and 
including termination. 

 
1.9 Should a student or employee choose to report a complaint of Personal 

Harassment, the employee with whom the matter is discussed must respect the 
complainant's confidence and should offer support and guidance in assisting the 
complainant to take further action. 

 
1.10 Unresolved complaints should be referred to Human Resources for appropriate 

investigation and resolution. 
 
1.11 Persons who believe that the actions of others are inappropriate, disrespectful or 

harmful have the right to bring their concerns forward and to have them addressed 
by the appropriate level of authority without fear of recrimination or reprisal. 

 
1.12 Nothing in this Policy shall detract from the right of an employee or student to make 

inquiries or register a complaint, at any time, through their own Association’s 
internal processes.  Conversely, should a member of any Mount Royal Association 
not find satisfaction in their Association’s internal mechanisms, he/she has the right 
to pursue a complaint of Personal Harassment under this Policy. 

 
 
 2. POLICY  
 

2.1 In keeping with Mount Royal's institutional goal of becoming an employer of choice 
within the Canadian post-secondary community and to establish and maintain an 
environment in which the dignity and worth of all members of the Mount Royal 
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community are respected, it is the policy of Mount Royal that discrimination and/or 
harassment of students and employees is unacceptable and will not be tolerated. 

 
2.2 The focus of this Policy is on prevention and awareness of Personal Harassment 

within the campus community.  Members of the Mount Royal Community who are 
aware of acts of discrimination or harassment have a responsibility to take 
appropriate steps to stop the discriminatory or harassing behavior.  The Human 
Rights policy pertains to the prohibited grounds of discrimination and harassment 
as identified by the Alberta Human Rights Citizenship and Multicultural Act. 

 
2.3 This Policy pertains to Personal Harassment.  Personal Harassment can damage 

working and social conditions for staff and students.  Any incidents of Personal 
Harassment may lead to disciplinary action up to and including termination of an 
employee subject to labour legislation and the Mount Royal Collective 
Agreements.  Cases of Personal Harassment by students will be dealt with under 
Code of Student Conduct. 

 
2.4 Frivolous or vexatious accusations of harassment may also lead to discipline up to 

and including termination of an employee.  Cases of frivolous or vexatious 
accusations of harassment by students will be dealt with under the Code of Student 
Conduct. 

 
 
D. DEFINITIONS 
 

(1) Academic Freedom, 
Human Rights and  
Personal  
Harassment: 

The exercise of Academic Freedom is distinct from the act 
of Personal Harassment of any kind.  In practice, the act of 
Personal Harassment may impinge upon another 
individual's ability to exercise his/her right of Academic 
Freedom. 

 
Academic Freedom is defined the Academic Freedom policy 
and the Mount Royal University Calendar as: 

 
The common good of society depends upon the search for 
knowledge and its free exposition.  Academic freedom in 
educational institutions is essential to both these purposes 
in the teaching function of the institution as well as in its 
scholarship and research.  Academic staff shall not be 
hindered or impeded in any way by the institution or faculty 
association from exercising their legal rights.  Academic 
members of the community are entitled, regardless of 
prescribed doctrine, to freedom in carrying out research and 
in publishing the results thereof, freedom of teaching and 
discussion, freedom to criticize the University and the faculty 
association and freedom from institutional censorship.  
Academic freedom does not require neutrality on the part of 
the individual.  Rather, academic freedom makes 
commitment possible.  Academic freedom carries with it the 
duty to use that freedom in a manner consistent with the 
scholarly obligation to base research and teaching on an 
honest search for knowledge.  In exercising the freedom to 
comment and criticize, academic staff members have a 
corresponding obligation to use academic freedom in a 
responsible manner.  This implies recognition of the rights of 

notes:///872563FD0058432C/BF25AB0F47BA5DD785256499006B15A4/AFC7020F2865BA3A87256B9000780CC4
notes:///872563FD0058432C/BF25AB0F47BA5DD785256499006B15A4/AFC7020F2865BA3A87256B9000780CC4
notes:///872563FD0058432C/BF25AB0F47BA5DD785256499006B15A4/AD3F8B806F7EEE4D87257332006AB7CC
notes:///872563FD0058432C/BF25AB0F47BA5DD785256499006B15A4/AD3F8B806F7EEE4D87257332006AB7CC
notes:///872563FD0058432C/BF25AB0F47BA5DD785256499006B15A4/AD3F8B806F7EEE4D87257332006AB7CC
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other members of the academic community and a tolerance 
of differing points of view. 

 
In all cases, the rights of individuals as protected by Alberta 
Human Rights, Citizenship and Multi-culturalism Act, the 
Mount Royal Human Rights policy and/or this Policy are 
superordinate to other rights and freedoms in the campus 
community. 

 
Academic Freedom implies in no way the right to engage in 
any action that demeans the freedom or dignity of other 
individuals in the campus community. 
 

(2) Personal Harassment: Personal Harassment is conduct or comments which are 
intimidating, threatening, demeaning or abusive and may be 
accompanied by direct or implied threats to grade(s), status 
or job and is behavior which is known or ought reasonably 
to be known as unwelcome.  Personal Harassment takes 
many forms and can be a source of great anxiety to an 
individual.  It may be so serious and unrelenting that the 
person who is being, or has been, harassed feels it 
necessary to change their job or course of study.  
Harassment has the impact of creating a work or study 
environment that is hostile, affects the integrity and dignity 
of and limits individuals in their pursuit of education, 
research or work goals. 
 
Personal Harassment can include, but is not limited to, 
remarks, jokes or actions which demean or humiliate 
another person and which deny individuals their dignity and 
respect.  Some of the examples outlined below may cause 
mild irritation if occurring only once, but if repeated, become 
Personal Harassment.  Other examples are very clearly 
harassment even if they occur only once; all are 
inappropriate and unacceptable: 

 
• setting arbitrary or unachievable workloads in an 

unreasonable manner and making threats 
associated with failure to achieve; 

• verbal and/or physical intimidation; 
• ostracism; 
• excessive supervision; 
• public reprimand, ridicule, sarcasm or humiliation; 
• constant criticism or trivializing of achieve-ments; 
• bullying, which can be defined as offensive, 

malicious, intimidating, insulting or humiliating 
behavior, often associated with the misuse of 
power or position; 

• academic bullying; for example, asserting a 
position of intellectual superiority in an aggressive, 
abusive or offensive manner or making threats of 
academic failure. 

 
Any difficulty in defining Personal Harassment should not 
deter a member of the faculty, staff or student body from 
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seeking support or complaining of behavior which causes 
him/her distress.  He/she should also not be deterred 
because of embarrassment or fear of intimidation or 
publicity. 
 

(3) Policy: means the Personal Harassment Policy 
 

(4) University: means Mount Royal University 
 

 
 
E. RELATED POLICIES 
 

• Academic Freedom Policy 
• Code of Conduct Policy 
• Code of Student Conduct Policy 
• Human Rights Policy 
 

 
F. RELATED LEGISLATION 
 

• Alberta Human Rights, Citizenship and Multicultural Act 
 
 
G. RELATED DOCUMENTS 
 

• Appendix 1 - Human Rights Policy:  Definitions for the Thirteen Grounds for Discrimination or 
Harassment Based on the Definitions Provided by the Alberta Human Rights Commission 

• Appendix 2 - Human Rights Policy:  Confidential and Protection of Privacy Notice  
• Appendix 3 - Human Rights Policy:  Informed Notice  
• Appendix 4 - Human Rights Policy:  Code of Personal Conduct  
• Appendix 5 - Human Rights Policy:  Human Rights Complaint Form 
• Appendix 6 -  Human Rights Policy:  Competing Rights Framework 
• Appendix 7 - Human Rights Policy:  Flow Chart for Competing Rights Conciliation  
• Collective Agreement between the Board of Governors of Mount Royal University and the 

Mount Royal Faculty Association  
• Collective Agreement between the Board of Governors of Mount Royal University and the 

Mount Royal Staff Association  
• Mount Royal University Calendar 
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